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Abstract. When TCP operates in wireless networks, it suffers severe perfor-
mance degradation because TCP’s fast retransmit/fast recovery (FR/FR) is often
triggered regardless of congestion when a packet is lost due to wireless transmis-
sion errors. Although several loss differentiation schemes have been proposed to
distinguish the cause of triggered FR/FRs, there has been a little try to find out an
appropriate responding method to utilize the detection information of a LDA. In
this paper, we observe the relationship between a responding method and TCP’s
performance, and investigate the best way to respond to the FR/FRs non-related
to congestion in order to improve TCP’s performance to the max. Our experiment
results emphasize the importance of the responding method, which is overlooked
in previous works, and suggest the best response for the FR/FRs non-related to
congestion.

1 Introduction

One of the objectives in TCP [5, 8] is to use available bandwidth to the max, and to pre-
vent congestion in the networks by appropriately controlling its transmission rate. When
a TCP sender receives three successive duplicate acknowledgements (3DUPACK) in-
dicating a packet loss, it assumes that the packet is lost due to congestion. Then, TCP
triggers a fast retransmit/fast recovery (FR/FR) to retransmit the lost packet as well as
to reduce its transmission rate [8].

Such a mechanism works very well in wired networks where most packets are lost
due to congestion. However, in wireless networks where packets are lost due to wireless
transmission errors, TCP’s FR/FRs are often triggered regardless of congestion [6, 12].
We call the FR/FRs non-related to congestion wireless FR/FRs, and we call the FR/FRs
triggered by congestion congestion FR/FRs. Due to wireless FR/FRs, TCP unnecessar-
ily reduces its transmission rate, and then underutilizes the available bandwidth. Con-
sequently, TCP’s performance severely degrades in wireless networks.

Since TCP has no ability to distinguish if a FR/FR is triggered due to congestion or
due to wireless transmission errors, several loss differentiation schemes (LDAs) have
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Fig. 1. Relation between accuracy of LDA and TCP’s performance enhancement

been proposed to distinguish the cause of triggered FR/FRs. These LDA schemes can
detect wireless FR/FRs by distinguishing congestion losses from wireless losses when a
TCP sender receives 3DUPACK. To improve TCP’s performance in wireless networks,
these LDAs assume that the detected wireless FR/FRs will be responded by setting
TCP’s congestion control state to the previous state instead of being responded by halv-
ing TCP’s transmission rate. Unfortunately, our previous work [9] showed that restor-
ing TCP’s congestion control state to the previous state does not always improve TCP’s
performance; TCP’s performance degrades even with the best LDA in some simulation
scenarios.

In this paper, we will observe why TCP’s performance decreases in some cases,
and investigate the best way to respond to wireless FR/FRs in order to improve TCP’s
performance to the max. For this, we designed about 120 different simulation scenarios
by setting different values for network parameters such as the buffer size, the num-
ber of hops, and the loss rate, and then we grouped all the scenarios into two groups
(W , and C group) according to our intention. In each group, we measure how much
each responding method can improve TCP’s performance when all wireless FR/FRs
are detected, and we measure how much each responding method degrades TCP’s per-
formance when a congestion FR/FR is mistakenly detected as a wireless FR/FR. Our
extensive experiment results emphasize the importance of the responding method on
improving TCP’s performance, and suggest the best response for the detected wireless
FR/FRs.

In the following section, we introduce previous loss differentiation schemes which
can detect wireless FR/FRs, and then we explain our motivation in section 3. In sec-
tion 4, we investigate the performance variation of TCP based on different responding
methods, and suggest the best response for the detected wireless FR/FRs. Lastly, we
conclude this paper with our future work.
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2 Related Works

To avoid TCP’s performance degradation caused by wireless FR/FRs in wireless net-
works, several loss differentiation schemes (LDAs) have been proposed to detect wire-
less FR/FRs by distinguishing congestion losses from wireless losses when a TCP
sender receives 3DUPACK. When any wireless loss is detected by a LDA, the LDA
assumes that TCP’s FR/FR is triggered regardless of congestion, and treats it as a wire-
less FR/FR, otherwise, it treats it as a congestion FR/FR assuming that the FR/FR is
triggered due to congestion. Here, we introduce five end-to-end loss differentiation al-
gorithms (LDAs): NCPLD [11], Veno [1], West [4], JTCP [3], and RELDS [2].

Samaraweera [11] proposed an non-congestion packet loss detection (NCPLD) to
implicitly detect the type of packet loss using the variation of delay experienced by
TCP packets. On detection of a packet loss, the scheme compares the currently mea-
sured round trip time (RTT) with a calculated delay threshold. If the RTT is less than
the threshold, the scheme treats the packet loss as wireless losses, and it assumes the
triggered FR/FR as a wireless FR/FR.

TCP Veno [1] estimates the backlog packets (N ) in the buffer using Vegas’s mecha-
nism [7]. When a TCP sender receives 3DUPACK, Veno compares N with a threshold
3. If N < 3, Veno assumes the packet loss as wireless losses, and treats the triggered
FR/FR as a wireless FR/FR.

Yang [4] computes the two thresholds, Bspikestart and Bspikeend using RTT in
order to identify the spike state of the current connection. Any packet losses in the
spike state are considered as congestion losses, and the triggered FR/FRs are assumed
as congestion FR/FRs. Otherwise, all the triggered FR/FR will be assumed as wireless
FR/FRs.

JTCP [3] calculates a threshold (Jr) which is the average of the inter arrival jitter
during one round-trip time. When a TCP sender receives 3DUPACK, it checks if the
time receiving the 3DUPACK exceeds one RTT as well as if Jr is larger than the inverse
value of the current congestion window size. If the two conditions are not satisfied, it
ascribes the packet loss to wireless transmission errors and it assumes the triggered
FR/FR as a wireless FR/FR.

Lim and Jang [2] suggested a robust end-to-end loss differentiation scheme (RELDS)
to precisely discriminate between congestion losses and wireless losses. This scheme
employs a moving threshold, which is defined as a function of minimum and sample
RTT. If the moving threshold is not satisfied when a TCP sender receives 3DUPACK, it
assumes the packet loss as wireless losses, and treats the triggered FR/FR as a wireless
FR/FR.

3 Motivation and observation

In our previous work, we also suggested an end-to-end loss differentiation scheme
(LDA EQ) [10] to distinguish the cause of the triggered FR/FR by estimating the rate
of queue usage. If the estimated queue usage is smaller than a certain threshold when
3DUPACK is received, our scheme assumes the packet loss as wireless losses, and treats
the triggered FR/FR as a wireless FR/FR. In the work, we measured three accuracies:
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(1) how accurately it can detect wireless FR/FRs (Aw), (2) how accurately it can detect
congestion FR/FRs (Ac), and (3) the average (At) of Aw and Ac. Figure 1(a) shows the
result. In the figure, Aw of our scheme (LDA EQ) is 67%, and its Ac is 93%, thus, its
average accuracy (At) is 80% which is the highest among the LDAs. In case of TCP
which has no ability to detect wireless FR/FRs, its Aw, Ac and At are 0%, 100%, and
50% respectively.

In our another work [9], we analyzed the effect of LDAs on improving TCP per-
formance. Whenever a wireless FR/FR is triggered, it is responded by restoring TCP’s
congestion control state to the previous state instead of being responded by reducing
the transmission rate in the experiments of the work [9]. That is because the existing
LDAs basically assume that TCP’s performance will be improved by not reducing the
transmission rate when a wireless FR/FR is detected.

Figure 1(b) shows TCP’s performance improvement when each LDA is applied to
TCP. In the figure, each bar graph in each LDA shows the lowest, the highest, and
the average of the performance enhancement when each LDA is applied. For example,
when Veno is applied to TCP, the lowest performance enhancement is -6%, the highest
one is 6%, and the average is 0%. With our scheme (LDA EQ), its lowest enhancement
is -8%, the highest one is 7%, and the average is 0%.

This result shows that TCP’s performance is not always improved with any of the
LDAs. In some scenarios, TCP’s performance degraded even with the best LDA. To find
out why, we traced and analyzed all the trace files of the simulation scenarios carefully,
and then, we found the reason in the responding method. How to respond is very critical
on improving TCP’s performance because there will be no performance enhancement
if all wireless FR/FRs are responded by the same way of TCP.

From now on, let us explain our observations. TCP uses the two variables, the con-
gestion window size (cwnd) and the slow start threshold (ssthresh), to control its trans-
mission rate according to the network traffic. For example, when it is assumed that the
network is congested, TCP reduces its transmission rate by decreasing the values of
cwnd and ssthresh while TCP increases its transmission rate by increasing cwnd when
the network is not congested.

Firstly, let us suppose that a wireless FR/FR is detected by a LDA when cwnd and
ssthresh are too small values. Just recovering cwnd and ssthresh to the previous val-
ues does not make any big difference between the performances of TCP with/without
a LDA. If the wireless FR/FR is detected when cwnd and ssthresh are large values,
however, TCP’s performance will be improved significantly. This is the reason why
one LDA improves TCP’s performance significantly in some scenarios while it hardly
improves the performance in other scenarios.

In the meantime, with the larger values of cwnd and ssthresh, TCP’s performance
with a LDA can be degraded if the bandwidth is not enough or if the packet loss rate is
high. This is because the larger values of cwnd and ssthresh might cause serious con-
gestion or might cause burst losses. In such cases, TCP’s performance can be reduced
even with the best LDA.

Secondly, let us suppose that one LDA (A) detects 10 wireless FR/FRs when cwnd
and ssthresh are too small values, and another LDA (B) detects 1 wireless FR/FR when
cwnd and ssthresh are large values in the same scenario. In this case, B algorithm may
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Table 1. Responding Methods

Responding TCP’s Congestion Control State
Methods

0 TCP’s original response
1 restoring to the previous congestion control state

Slow Start Part
cwnd ssthresh

11 the size of one segment 65535
12 TCP’s response (cwnd) 65535
13 the previous value of cwnd 65535
14 the average of cwnd 65535
15 the maximum of cwnd 65535
16 the size of sender’s buffer 65535
17 bandwidth-delay product 65535

Congestion Avoidance Part
cwnd ssthresh

21 the size of one segment
22 TCP’s response (cwnd)
23 the previous value of cwnd
24 the average of cwnd
25 the maximum of cwnd
26 the size of sender’s buffer
27 bandwidth-delay product

improve TCP’s performance much more than A algorithm even though the accuracy of
A algorithm is higher. This indicates that the accuracy of a LDA can be meaningless
without a good responding method.

All existing LDA schemes assume that the responding method of recovering TCP’s
congestion control state to the previous state will improve TCP’s performance, and
this assumption seems reasonable in a common sense. But, our observations inform
us that recovering to the previous state does not always improve TCP’s performance.
Furthermore there has been a little try to find out the best responding method to utilize
the detection information of a LDA. Thus, in this paper, we observe the relationship
between responding methods and TCP’s performance, and investigate the best way to
respond to wireless FR/FRs in order to improve TCP’s performance to the max.

4 A comparative study on responding methods

4.1 Responding Methods

To find the best response, we made 14 different responding methods for wireless FR/FRs
based on our observations. Table 1 shows all the responding methods used in our ex-
periments. First of all, we classified the responding methods into two groups: the slow
start part and the congestion avoidance part. This is to check if TCP should enter the
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Fig. 2. 5-hops wireless chain topology

slow start phase or the congestion avoidance phase when a wireless FR/FR is detected.
Although TCP enters the congestion avoidance phase when a FR/FR is triggered, it
might be necessary to make TCP enter the slow start phase to quickly utilize available
bandwidth to the max if the FR/FR is triggered regardless of congestion. This is why
we classified the methods into the two groups.

Then, each group is again classified into seven methods according to cwnd’s size.
This is to check if cwnd should be set by small or larger values when a wireless FR/FR
is detected. Deciding the size of cwnd is a difficult problem because there is always a
trade-off relationship. With a small size of cwnd, TCP’s transmission rate is low while
there is a little possibility to have burst losses. With a big size of cwnd, TCP’s trans-
mission rate is high while there is a high possibility to have burst losses and additional
congestion. By testing various sizes of cwnd, we will check the appropriate size of cwnd
for the detected wireless FR/FRs.

In the table 1, the method 0 is TCP’s response for the triggered FR/FR when a TCP
sender receives 3DUPACK. This method will be used to compare with other methods
to check if other methods is better than TCP’s response. With the method 1, a TCP
sender recovers its transmission rate to the previous state just before a wireless FR/FR
is detected; all LDAs assume that the method 1 will be used when a wireless FR/FR is
triggered.

With the methods from 11 to 17, TCP enters the slow start phase when a wireless
FR/FR is detected. Thus, ssthresh is set to the max value (65535) and cwnd is set to
one of the values shown at “cwnd” column of the table 1. For cwnd, seven different
sizes are used: the size of one segment, TCP’s response for cwnd, the previous value
just before a wireless FR/FR is detected, the average of cwnd, the maximum value of
cwnd, the size of sender’s buffer, and bandwidth-delay product. For example, when the
method 11 is used as a responding method for the wireless FR/FRs, TCP’s cwnd and
ssthresh will be set to “the size of one segment”, and “65535” respectively, instead of
halving cwnd and ssthresh. With the methods from 21 to 27, TCP enters the congestion
avoidance phase when a wireless FR/FR is detected. For example, when the method
21 is used, TCP’s cwnd and ssthresh will be set to “the size of one segment” when a
wireless FR/FR is detected.

4.2 Simulation Scenarios

To evaluate and compare TCP’s performance enhancement according to different re-
sponding methods, we conducted simulation-based experiment using QualNet 4.5 [13].
Figure 2 shows the 5-hops chain topology of IEEE 802.11 wireless nodes used in our
experiment. The bandwidth of the wireless channel is 11Mbps, and we set DropTail
as its queuing policy. The maximum segment size of TCP is equal to 1K bytes, and
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3. TCP’s performance enhancements according to the responding methods in W group

the packet size equal to 1K bytes. The congestion window size cwnd is limited to 48
packets, and all TCP flows are originated at the first node (node 1) and destined to
one of nodes on the right side of Figure 2. In our experiment, each simulation scenario
lasts about 200 seconds, and data packets of TCP are continually transmitted during the
simulation time after the warm-up period (35 seconds). In this experiment, we aimed
to find the best response for the wireless FR/FRs. We assume that the best respond-
ing method should improve TCP’s performance as highly as possible when a wireless
FR/FR is detected and also should cause little performance degradation when a LDA
misjudges congestion FR/FRs to wireless FR/FRs. Thus, to find the best response, we
measure how much each responding method can improve TCP’s performance when all
wireless FR/FRs are detected, and also we measure how much each responding method
degrades TCP’s performance when all congestion FR/FRs are mistakenly detected as
wireless FR/FRs. For this, we designed about 120 different simulation scenarios by
setting different values for network parameters such as the buffer size, the number of
hops, and the loss rate, and then we grouped all the scenarios into two groups: W , and
C group.

W group, which consists of 60 different simulation scenarios, is designed to mea-
sure how much each responding method can improve TCP’s performance when all
wireless FR/FRs are detected. All simulation scenarios in this group have packet losses
caused by only wireless transmission errors, and only one TCP flow is used to avoid
causing congestion. Thus, all TCP’s FR/FRs triggered in this group are wireless FR/FRs.

C group, which consists of 60 different simulation scenarios, is designed to mea-
sure the performance degradation of TCP when each responding method is applied to
congestion FR/FRs. Each scenario in this group has packet losses caused by only con-
gestion, and we increased the number of TCP flows gradually to make different levels
of congestion. Thus, all the triggered FR/FRs in this group are congestion FR/FRs.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4. TCP’s performance degradation according to the responding methods in C group

4.3 Results and Analysis

Figure 3 shows TCP’s performance enhancement according to the different responding
methods in W group. In this group, we checked how much each responding method
can improve TCP’s performance when it can detect all wireless FR/FRs. Whenever we
applied each responding method in the table 1 to the same scenario, we modified TCP’s
fast recovery to react like the responding method when FR/FRs are triggered.

In the figure, x axis represents the responding methods, and y axis represents TCP’s
performance enhancement when each responding method is applied. To check if each
responding method improves TCP’s performance, we set the performance of TCP as the
criterion for comparison. Thus, when the method 0 (TCP’s original response) is used,
we set the performance of TCP as 100%, and then we compared it with the enhance-
ments when the other methods are used. For example, in the figure 3(a), we can see that
the methods (1, 21, 24, and 27) improve TCP’s performance compared to TCP’s orig-
inal response (the responding method 0) while the other responding methods degrade
TCP’s performance.

Figure 3(a) shows TCP’s performance enhancement according to the packet loss
rate when each responding method is used at a 1-hop TCP communication. Each bar
graph in each responding method shows TCP’s performance enhancement when the
loss rate is 1%, 3%, and 5% respectively. For example, with the responding method 1,
TCP’s performance is improved when the loss rate is 1%, but the performance degrades
as the loss rate increases (3% and 5%). While the responding method 1 tends to degrade
TCP’s performance as the loss rate increases, the method 21 tends to increase TCP’s
performance as the loss rate increases. Among the four methods (1, 21, 24, and 27), the
responding method 21 is the best when the loss rate is high.

Figure 3(b) shows TCP’s performance enhancement according to the number of
hops in each responding method. Each bar graph in each responding method shows
TCP’s performance enhancement in a 1-hop, 3-hops, and 5-hops TCP communication,
respectively. In this graph, we can see that the responding method 1 enhances TCP’s
performance significantly as the number of hops increases. Although the method 21
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improves TCP’s performance, it tends to decrease as the number of hops increases.
Thus, the responding method 1 is the best when the number of hops increases.

From the figure 3, we can see that all the responding methods in the slow start part
(from 11 to 17) do not improve TCP’s performance while some of the methods in the
congestion avoidance part (from 21 to 27) enhance TCP’s performance. Additionally,
we can see that as the size of cwnd increases (specially the methods 15, 16, 25, and 26)
TCP’s performance degrades severely. This is because, as cwnd becomes larger, there is
high probability not only to have burst losses when the packet loss rate is high, but also
to have additional congestion when the bandwidth is not sufficient. This observation
informs us that it is better to set cwnd with small values and to let a TCP sender enter
the congestion avoidance phase.

Figure 4 shows TCP’s performance according to the different responding methods
in C group. In this group, we aimed to measure how each responding method degrades
TCP’s performance when all congestion FR/FRs are mistakenly detected as wireless
FR/FRs. This is necessary because there is no perfect LDA and all LDA have a pos-
sibility to misjudge congestion FR/FRs to wireless FR/FRs. When a LDA misjudges
a congestion FR/FR as a wireless FR/FR, the best responding method should hardly
degrade TCP’s performance.

Figure 4(a) shows TCP’s performance according to the number of TCP flows when
each responding method is used in a 1-hop TCP communication. Each bar graph in
each responding method shows the performance when the number of TCP flows is 5
flows, 15 flows, and 20 flows, respectively. In this figure, we can see that the responding
methods (1, 22, and 24) show the similar performance degradation, and the responding
method 21 shows the least performance degradation. The other methods degrade TCP’s
performance severely.

Figure 4(b) shows TCP’s performance according to the number of hops in each
responding method. Each bar graph in the each responding method shows the perfor-
mance in a 1-hop, 3-hops, and 5-hops TCP communication, respectively. This graph
also shows the similar result with that in Figure 4(a). In the graph, we can see that the
responding method 21 hardly degrades TCP’s performance compared to the other re-
sponding methods. From the two graphs in Figure 4, we can know that the responding
method 21 is the best response for the case when congestion FR/FRs are mistakenly
detected as wireless FR/FRs.

5 Conclusions

To find the best response for the detected wireless FR/FRs, in this paper, we compared
TCP’s performance based on the 15 different responding methods as the loss rate in-
creases or the number of hops increases. Our experiment results show that the respond-
ing method 1 is the best as the number of hops increases, and the responding method 21
is the best as the loss rate increases. Also, it shows that, when a LDA detects mistakenly
congestion FR/FRs as wireless FR/FRs, the responding method 21 is the best in avoid-
ing TCP’s performance degradation. Among the 15 different methods, there is no single
responding method which is the best for all network conditions. This informs us that
the responding method needs to dynamically react to wireless FR/FRs according to the
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network conditions. In the near future we will develop a dynamic responding method
for the detected wireless FR/FRs in order to improve TCP’s performance in wireless
networks.
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